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PLENARY SESSION  COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY. AND EFFECTIVE
AGRIBUSINESS MANAGEMENT

THE HOMESTEAD FARM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

L .R. Rigaux

(Agribusiness Consultant, Winnipeg, Canada)

In 1980, Homestead extended its
development of micro-computer
applications with the installation of
system for a liirge farm. client.
Distribution of a commercial version
began a year later in Canada and the
U.S. The compiled software, in
Microsoft BASIC, operates on CP/M
86/ and M5-Dos and so far has been
used on Vector equipment and the
IBM PC and other IBM compatible
equipment such as Hyperion.

Various updates have resulted in
menu-driven programs readily
applicable to crop and livestock farms
under either Canadian or US
conditions. The programs are not
user-modifiable, but they would serve
as the basis for adoptions to other
production. and institutional
situations.

The system is designed to serve
the day-to—day Information needs as
well as the long term planning
function of managers of medium to
large scale farms.. Provision is made
for a wide range of detailed record
keeping (financial and physical) , as•
well as for projections and otber
simulations, along with printed
reports, as may he specified by the
user. The accounting module is based
on a double entry system and is
linked to the resource monitor module
comprising inventory, cash flow,
fixed assets and labour use. There
are separate modules on other discs,
providing record keeping and

* Information for this presentation

has been provided by Homestead
Computer Services, 2979 Pembina
Highway, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C2115,
Canada. The author wishes particularly
to express appreciation to Cary Craven
for his assistance.

planning programs for five
enterprises: crops, beef feedlot, beef
cow herd, swine and dairy.

Double disc drives furnish ample
capacity; only disc • changing limits
the ease of use. The hard disc
configuration avoids such
inconvenience and speeds execution
time. Capacity in the accounting
module extends to thirty major
accounts and thirty sub-accounts, all
user designated. The accounting
module requires* a printer for report
and cheque writing. Up to 99 fields
and 1300 animals, can be handled in
the system. Within each livestock
module are least . cost feed programs
using common North American feed
ingredients with relevant prices to be
entered by the user. The following
sections outline in fuller detail the
operations of each module in the
system.

Accounting

The accounting program is based
upon a standard double entry system.
Credit entries require offsetting debit
entries and vice versa. The user
must make both entries for every
transaction. The usual six basic
accounts types are preprogrammed:
revenue, expense, current asset,
fixed asset, liability, and net worth.
Revenue and expense transactions can
be allocated among eight different
enterprises or profit centres (such as
Individual crops) along with the
general account.

For each major account the user
can create and name up to 30 major
accounts and for each of -.these, 30
sub-accounts. At any time, displays
or print-outi can be obtained for
financial reports or other listings.
Profit and loss statements can be
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generated for each profit centre. The
profit or loss from each profit centre
is automatically updated in the net
worth section of the balance sheet.
Following convention in North
American farm applications, the
system is based on the cash rather
than the accrual accounting method.
Although inventories are therefore not
recorded on the balance sheet, the
system makes provision for updating
the inventory by means of pre-set
flags which prompt when purchases or
sales are being recorded.

Resource Monitor

The inventory program provides
for detailed records of products and
input on hand. Reports can be
produced which monitor inventory
movement and status.

The fixed asset program
provides for recording depreciation
and costs associated with buildings,
equipment and land. Canada and US
depreciation methods are included. Up
to 27,000 records of machinery and
equipment can be maintained for such
items of information as purchase date,
original cost, depreciation to' date,
current market value and service and
maintenance history.

In the labour resource section of
this module, records can be set up
by individual employee or by activity.
Reports on labour usage can be
generated by employee and operation.
The Cash Flow Program provides for
30 major accounts with 30
sub-accounts for each profit centre.
Values can be entered for monthly,
quarterly or yearly periods, either as
individual values- or as projections
from a starting value. Relationships
can be specified between accounts.

Crops

The record keeping section
provides for up to 99 field histories
of yields, planting rates, soil test
results, fertilizer and chemical
applications, expenses and net
revenue. Inventory can be up-dated
when crop record entries are made.

The simulation section comprises
four main parts: planting intentions,
production costs, net value of
production, and marketing intentions.
The first provides for alternative
allocations of areas planted to each

crop within the total available. The
second provides, for the entry of all
the variable and fixed cost
components for the production of each
crop, leading to various cost
summaries, and break-even analysis
per unit of land and of output. The
routine for net value of production
relates the production costs of the
intended crops with gross values.
The marketing intentions - simulations
provide for greater refinement of the
alternatives considered for valuation
of total crop production under the
various marketing outlets and quota
restrictions relevant in Canada and
the US.

Beef Feedlot.

The record keeping portion
provides for separate tabulation of
performance records and daily feed
consumption by pen or by animal (up
to. 1300). Inventory records can be
up-dated at the same time.

Simulations provide for .least-cost
feed formulations using .up to five
feeds from a predetermined list. Feed
prices and rates of gain must be
specified for each of three feeding
intervals. Profit projections per
animal can be made by entering the
required data for prices and costs.
These can be used to solve for
maximum buying price for feeder
cattle, minimum selling price for
finished cattle, and maximum feed
costs per pound of gain.

Beef cow Herd

The record-keeping program
provides for • storage of up to 25
attributes for each animal. As well, a
five-generation progeny tree can be
maintained to enable tracing calves of
particular cows or bulls. The program
calculates indices for subsets of the
herd including rates of gain and
weaning weights.

Simulations include least-cost
feed formulations for pregnant and
lactating cows using five feeds from a
table of locally available feeds.

Swine and Dairy

These programs have parallel
features to the above; in the case 'of
dairy it is not yet available for
distribution. 0
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Figure 1:

Homestead Farm Management System
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